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THE CONVERSATIONAL DISTANCE

Imagine that, between you and the person to whom you are speaking, there is a
space into which your words fit. During most conversations, the entire dialogue

takes place with one, established distance from the start of the discussion to its end.
But when the emotional level changes, so does the space between those involved.

Various cultures have different amounts or degrees of “personal space”. What
is important for us to observe is not the distance a conversation begins at, but the
fluctuations of the distances between the parties while they are talking. This will
give us a better understanding of the dynamics of the dialogue as we see it unfold
before us. It will help us understand the importance of what has been said.

When a person is aggressive or has strong emotional feelings about what is
being said, they will lean forward to compress the area their words have to travel.
Also, when the item being discussed is of a personal or private nature, the person
will have a tendency to lean into their words.

When a person is speaking, but is defensive, and thinks their comments will
be met with a negative reaction, many times they will anticipate the aggressive
response by leaning or stepping back as they speak to avoid having the con-
versational distance compressed. If they feel their comments will be met with a
positive response, they will lean forward or step in closer in anticipation of
acceptance of their point of view.
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When two individuals meet, the contact distance that quickly becomes estab-
lished can tell us more than the verbal greetings being exchanged. If two people
have had prior contact that was of a negative nature, the distance between them
will be greater than the distance established between two friends. Another reliable
gesture of body language that often accompanies this is whether or not the eyes
narrow as the individuals extend their arms for a handshake or other traditional
greeting. Narrowed eyes are a sign that the person being met is not being accepted
or possibly trusted.
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CONFRONTATIONAL POSITIONING

Confrontational Positioning refers to the stance and body placement an
individual assumes when coming into contact with one or more other persons.

The position that is taken can display the safety status of you or others, author-
ity level, or acceptance within the structural group.

When a person or group of people is willing to accept you and they are in a
non-confrontational position, they will face you and be toward the front of your
body so you can see them. If you observe a group of people from a distance and
everyone seems to be facing one individual, that person is probably the “leader”
of the group. At that point in time, that person has the most authority and
influence on the activities of that group.

THE VOLUME FACTOR

The volume of our speech can be a vital key to our emotional state. Many times,
we react to volume keys without even realizing it. Consider the common

phrases we all use in our daily lives - “three cheers for the winner,” or “a moment
of silence, please.” The circumstance in which a person perceives themselves to be
will be a major contributing factor to the volume and pitch of their voice.

Be aware of any subtle changes in the volume, speed, or pitch of a person’s
voice as they speak. It can reveal what they feel is of greater importance to the cir-
cumstance at hand. The volume generated by a person in a conversation with one
or more other persons will rise and fall in direct proportion to how important they
think their comments are to the meeting.

When a person is aggressive, they will raise their voice and become louder.
This can be to emphasize a point in a discussion or it can be in the form of a shout
to a friend across a crowded room.

When an individual is agitated or emotional, the speech will not only become
louder, it will also become faster. When a person is seeking to achieve control of
the situation, the language of the dialogue will become louder but the cadence
will usually slow down and become more deliberate.

When a person is defensive, the volume can be more subdued or quiet. Their
cadence will usually be slower, as if they are thinking about every word before
they say it. A common defensive speech pattern is when someone mumbles. This
is slowing the words and dropping the volume to a point where the words become
inaudible.

What we must seek to do, under most circumstances, is to keep our volume
level consistent. When needed, yield the floor to those who are eager to “tip their
hand” with comments they never intended to make. Whether it is a social gath-
ering or a business conference, be aware of not just what is being said, but how it
is being said. The hidden meanings can be of great value to you when trying to
assess the situation.
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Just as with animals, humans will try to protect the weak and the old by
placing them in the center of the group. An important person or someone with
authority will also be protected by the gathering. Do not assume the person at
the head of the crowd is the one who is in charge. Watch the body language of the
rest of the people to determine who the most important one is.

When a group of people is not willing to accept someone into their trust or if
the situation is escalating into an aggressive condition, the people will try to
encompass the “outsider.” This will limit that individual’s ability to monitor every-
one else’s actions. It will make the group feel superior and more in control. If you
are in a situation where you feel a group of individuals is trying to establish an
aggressive position behind your back or out of your view, try to physically step
back, keeping the majority of the group where it can be observed for any action
against you.
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Anyone can physically attack at any time, but when a person escalates to
repeated gestures of aggressive body language, the next step is almost always a
physical outburst. They may strike at an inanimate object, such as kicking the
desk or punching the wall, or they will strike at another person. The only other
option, rarely chosen, is to run away; escape.

Our role in the de-escalation of this situation is to remain neutral in our
gestures and actions. It is human nature to act defensive (“Peace at all cost”), or
aggressive (“I’ll show you who’s in charge”), but both of these options will only add
to the confusion and aggression that is building in the mind of the other person.
Remember, the best confrontation you’ll ever have is the one you just avoided.
Never place yourself or others in an unsafe circumstance in these situations
by being defensive or aggressive. Your calm and controlled display of neutral
gestures will be far more effective than the collision of aggressive actions from
both sides.

ESCALATING AGGRESSION

Escalating aggression, such as a person “losing control,” is a common circum-
stance or condition that becomes clearly understandable once you are aware

of body language and gestures.
In the beginning of this book we dissected the gestures and body language that

people display into three basic areas: neutral, defensive, and aggressive. When
we are dealing with an escalation of emotions or aggression, the most important
factor to be aware of, as stated before, is change! In a circumstance where there
is “aggression escalation,” the person or persons may display neutral body
language and change to aggressive behavior, or they may display defensive body
language and change to aggressive behavior. This escalation may also include the
compression of the conversational distance and an increase in the volume and/or
pitch of their voice.

Once an individual has escalated to the use or display of aggressive body
language and has “no where else to go” to vent their anger or frustration, the
aggressive gestures become compounded. The same gesture or phrase is repeated
over and over, many times in a rhythmic, staccato pattern. When this occurs, you
should consider the fuse to be lit.
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THE FRIENDLY ATTACK

Why do people compromise what was once a totally inflexible demand? Why
do they suddenly yield to a different point of view or request? Could it be

that we all place a higher priority on the body language we see in others than we
realize? Can these gestures be used to help us achieve our goals?

When an individual is involved in a form of personal contact with others,
whether it is casual and random, or well planned but difficult, body language
clearly reflects the intent and substance of the words being spoken. If we are to
successfully manipulate the dialogue, we need to learn how to control body
language and “say” what we want with discrete gestures.

When a person is displaying neutral body language and gestures, they will be
open to suggestions and willing to compromise. When the body language becomes
defensive, even if it appears that they are listening to what you are saying, their
mind could be busy thinking of strategies to stop you from changing their mind
and they may not be receptive to your ideas. When a person is aggressive, they will
go beyond being close minded and demand their own way. They can be so caught
up in the moment that they will refuse your suggestion, even when it is simply a
restatement of their own demand, such as a person refusing a half dozen pieces
of something because they demanded six of them.

When a person is in a defensive or aggressive posture, do not expect them to
change their way of thinking to your ideas. They need to relax their state of mind
to be open to new concepts. When a person is defensive, they are usually trying
to think of a counter measure to what you are proposing. This is the time the
discussion can be swayed off the main topic to side issues that are irrelevant. Be
careful not to be lead off course or to let your body language take the delibera-
tions in a direction they need not go.

How do we keep people neutral and receptive to our concepts? Wemust remain
neutral ourselves. Allow the other side to speak its mind but make sure your body
language remains neutral, even if your emotions do not. After they have stated
what they want, they will see your gestures and be more likely to remain neutral
and open to your ideas. If your reactions become defensive, they will become
defensive, and the entire discussion will become mired down in negative feelings.
Instead of working towards a compromise, both sides will become frustrated with
the situation.
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Gestures You Observe What The Gestures Mean

Eyes looking down Remembering information.

Deep breath or a sigh Grief, disappointment, deep thought.

Leaning toward you Personal or serious thought to follow.

Speech begins to slow Important information.

Words pronounced more crisply Important information.

Hands in contact with your hands Sincere.

Holding the palms of their hands together Sincere.

Arms and legs “pulled in” to body Information too personal, defensive.

Gestures You Should Display How To Communicate This

Neutral eyes and head position Look at the person talking.
What they’re saying is important to you.

Neutral stance Don’t lean back (defensive posture).
Don’t lean forward (aggressive posture).

Neutral hands Hands are at your side if standing.
Hands in your lap or on armrests if seated.

Neutral leg position Weight evenly distributed if standing.
Legs not crossed above the knee if seated.

The one gesture that will stop a conversation in its tracks is the tapping of an
extremity: tapping you foot on the floor, tapping your fingers on the table or arm
of the chair, shaking your leg up and down. This is a sign that you are bored or in
a hurry. You might as well just ask the other person to stop talking because that
is how they will interpret your physical gesture.

It is very important to show neutral body language and gestures throughout
any dialogue with others. When you look “at” them, make sure it is not just a
blank stare; that you are not looking down at them or narrowing your eyes in
an aggressive motion. If your body language projects even a small amount of
sincerity, you are much more likely to get information from the other person.

You can only feed your requests to someone who is willing to listen to them.
By continuing to display neutral body language, you lessen the tendency of others
to slip into a defensive state of mind, and allow for an environment where they will
be more susceptible to the perspective you are placing before them.

GESTURES
The “Missing Link” to Understanding

“What did they mean by that remark?” “Did you hear what they just said?”
How many times in your life have you heard those comments, or even

made them yourself ? We have all been in situations where words alone were not
enough to understand the situation developing around us. Let’s consider this
example – a letter is slid under your door at work that reads:

“Dear Friend,

After having worked with you for one long year several of us want
to meet you at the restaurant around the corner so we can clearly
express how we feel about you. Considering all you’ve done we want
to make sure that you get everything that’s coming to you. After all
– you deserve it! Don’t be later than six. We can’t start without you.”

If you received that note, would you want to go to that restaurant? Without the
aid of physical gestures it can be extremely difficult to determine the “true” mean-
ing of what is being said to us.

Not all body language is as blatant as a cheerleader on the sidelines of the big
game. Gestures that include movement of a person’s arms or the full body are
easily detected, but watch closely for the more subtle movements that are
displayed when someone is talking to you, especially when it is a “one-on-one”
conversation. When you display the appropriate body language, even if the person
to whom you are talking is a complete stranger, they might confide in you as if you
were a long time friend.
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